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:PATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN WELDED BEAMS
By Manfred A. Hirt,l A.M.ASCE, and
John W. Fisher,2 M.ASCE
INTRODU'CTJ:ON
Jhie paper 8valuatesthe fatigue behavior of welded
.. steel beams Y'lithollt attachlll~ntsusing the fracture mechanic~
concepts of stable orack ~rowth. Earlier stu~~e$had indicated
,that various flaw conditioIlsexisi;ed in welded beams • ~oth
internal .andexternal weld defects in the. web..,to..,flaniJe fillet
.weld were evaluated and Oiscu8sedin oetail ;in RefE? 4, 9 and. 10 .
.~nternal pores caused' by, entrap'ped gas ,in, 'th,e' we:J.dmentare, known
. "i
l
to forma, 'common defect. Th'esegas pO're's ane:t' -their effect on the
.'~ f,atigue ,beh9.vior of welded beams ar~ discussed. in thisf'~pe~.
, A' ·fra'cture mechan:L'cs- model for' crac~s:originating from
th'e'· pares '~n 'th'e' web-ta'-flange- fil~et weld is developed. ',:' Estimates
Of the ~tress-intensity factor a~e ma~e that numerically describe
. the initial flaw condition. With, the initial a'nd, final 9I'ack
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size known, ,a .theqr~tical crac~~growth eq:qation was derived from
the fatigue test data of the weldedbeam$, The ,experimental data
. including an analysis of the test, variables were presented in
.Re f,s. 4 and 9.
FATIGUE STRENGTH OF WELDED BEAMS WITH
INTERNAL WELD' DISCONTINUITIES
It was 6bs"e~v~d t'hat c~r'acks' 'ih tl~e' welded beams always
originat~d t;oma di~con'tinuity (flaw) ·:tn the web-'flange" fillet
weld unless a severe notch existect" at the' flame-cut: f'lange tip.
, ~1
More than 'iSO'cracks were found in the plain-WEdded beams reported
.. .
in Refs. 4 and 9. Se~enty-five of these cracks were cut open for
fractographic' e·x'amination.
~ Il., ~
It was found' that a.'bout '80%~ o'f' the
cracks had originated from po~6sity caused· by' th~ errtra~inent of
gas. I~ gen~rai; these' cavities' were completeiy inside the weld.
, J + J + ...
The gas pores appeared on the fracture surface as rounded cavi-
ties .with a·, ~mo<?~h an~ shiny,~urf~ce as illu~trate<;l in Fig. 1.
A ".few pipe' or,- blow hol~s exte~de<l- to the $u,+.'f,ace ,o;f :.th~,· .w~ld .•
All test data for beams failing from porosity in the
~ .~ '. ~I, •
. j
longitudinal fillet weld are plotted by solid'symb61s in Fig. 2.
The equation of the 'mean line -'r~'8ulting. from' a 'least .sct'uares' fit
,to the t'est data' is' (se.e Fig. 2):
Log N = 10.3528 -~.2.9844 Log S
". " . r ., . . ."'.
(1)
! ,
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Previous analysis (4,9) had indicated:that stress range
was the domina,nt variable. and that grade of steel did ,not signif-
icaritly affect the tatigue strength.
rhe open symbols in Fig. 2 indicate plain-welded beams
that failed from defects other than porosity. This inclcided beams
failing from weld repairs, stop-start positions, other weld defects;
and severe notohes in the flame-cut fl'ange-tips.- ,Generally, these
beams yielded 'shorter lives-than beams failing from porosity.
When' weld repairs were absent' in ,the fillet wel'd .of
beams with stiffe~€rs or attachments, failure occurred ·at these
welded d~tails since ,they ,were ,more cr'itical than poro,sity.. These
beaJu data are also incluQ.ed as they' revealed no, visible crack
growth in the longitudinal fillet w~ldat lower stress ranges.
An indication of a run-out level is seen at the 18 ksi stress
. ;'Finge l'evel. Only three. data -point's' from plain~welded-beams
fail~ng f~om porosity were observed at that stress range.
" .
CRACK-GROWTH OBsERVATION ON A PLAIN-WELDED BEAM
A plain,...we,lded beam was tested and ,closely observed in
orde~ to investigate crack formation and growth on the surfaces
o'f the fillet weld, web and flange. Measurements of crack length
and load were made so that crack~growth'~ates could be determined
'for ·the structural element. .
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Beam,·,PWB-,34,'1 (.4) was sel,ect,e.d ,for 'this' s'tudy since it
had -failed prematurely 'after, 192,000 oycles of str,ess ,··f,rom· a'
flange-tip ,crack. Replica'te' beams '·tested at· the $'ame stress' range
of 36 ksi indicated that a crack from a gas pore could be expected
to become' visible within an ~ddit~onal 200,000 cycles. The flange-
tip crack was carefully repaired and testing was resumed un~er the
same stress conditions. The fillet welds were searched for
cracks using a regular hand magnifying glass ~hile testing at
250 cycles per minute. A length of more than 42 inches of weld
:on both sides of: th'e w'eb in the" cons·t"ant momentreg'ion was ob-
served. Te,sting was' interru'pted ,periodically so that' the weld
could' 'be examin'~dund'er static load. Suspicious'. location-s' were
further examined wi'th','· a 50-power microscope:. .',
A hairline crack was detected on the weld surface
shortly after an examination under static load. Testing was
t~rnporarily disoontinued at that time after a total ,of 3.51, 700
... , .~
applied stress cycles. The apparent total crack-size visible on
. the weld surface was found to measure about O.OS-inch when the
load w~s removed from the beam. This increased to 0.25-inch
under maximum 'stress .:of, 5'0' ks i in the extreme fibre.
A reference grid was placed on the inside surfaces and
the extreme fibre of the flange as well as on both faces of the
web. The grids were pla'ced close to the cross section containing
the hairline crack. It was possible to estimate the crack-tip to
"
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within 1/5 of a grid ,line (~O.-Ol-inch)· using 50-powe~magnifica­
tion. ,The hand magn'ifying glass .permitte-d about ,1/2 the grid
distanc~ to be estimated (~O.025-inch).,
At intervals of about 18,000 cycl~s, testing was in-
terrupted and the cr9ck was measured ~nder a $tatically applied
maximum load. Th~r.e was good agrE:=ement' between the crack-length.
measurements unde,r .dynamicand stat,ie' loading. Only the linear
,dimerision of the crack on ,the fillet weld could be ~observed until
the' crack ,rea,ched ,.,the extreme f'ibre. ,After about, 435,,000' .·cycles
the crc;iQk was' detected' on the bottom sur'faceo,f" the' flange. It
was also' observed that the crack' had penetI'ated through ,the other
fillet ,weld.
. '
The ihcrea,se in c·rack-size was very rapid after ,t,he
cra'ck. ha9': penetrated the bottom flange 's,urfa'ce. ; Th'e. ,cross ..,section
of thetlange fractured at 567,000 cycles, as one crack~tip reached
the,tlange~tipt A .schematic of the advancement,of the" crack after
,it had penetrat'ed ",the extreme. fibre is shown: in Fig, "~ and,indi-
cates'a transition from a penny-shaped, 'crack with a,continuous
crack front in the, flange-web junction to a three-ended crack
with two crack:tips in the flange and one in the web.
Hence,two 'basic stages of growth were observed for
cr~cke ot~ginating' fro~ pores in'the longitudinal fillet. ,weld of
'welded beams,. The'first stag~ qf growth was 'in the flange~to-web
junction'f~om·the initial crack-size up to the point iwhere the
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CI'ack 'reached "th~ extreme fibre "of the flange. ,:After penetration
of the' 'extp'eme flange-fibr~, the era.ok' chang'ed "it'S shape ra,pidly
to become a three-ended: crack. '.
A PENNY-SHAPED CRACK MODEL
,Fractographic '·examination, of small ":cracks.' th·at .. had
originated from' pores. in t'he fillet weld showed that, many, were
almos-tperfectly circu·larin' shape. 'Thi,s ".circular sh'~pe w'as
. found ','at .various stages of growth ',up ..toth·e poi·nt 'where :',the·':.crack
had reached the extreme fibre bf the, flange, as illustrated ,in
. "Figs. ,;4,,' S', and ".6. '_': '. "
One of the ~smallest cracks was discovered when examin-
ing a crack in the fillet weld,~. ·A tiny crQc!< abo.ut O.07-inch
in diameter had originated·from a very ,small_pore in ,the,left
,weldias' shown ,in Fig .. 4. The .,extent of, t,he circu'lar, crack:.is
seerf from the smoot1h -crack 'surface 's.urrounding :the ,- po,re " as· ,-com-
.pared t·o the rough appearanc'e caused' ·byst'atic tearing .-when,. ,the
cross -section,:w'as,.,opened for i·nspection. The s.mall-J'crack 'on the
lett was· completely inside th·e flange":to-web junction arid .. could
not be detected' by inspection ,of-the weld surface'. "
',A small crack discovered by. the magnetic particle
inspection method is ,shown in Fig. 5 .;', The crack had initiated
from the elongated pore and grown to 'the s~rface of "the fillet
'weld. Almost no .'de,viation from a circular shape, ·is visible:~
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This' cr'ack is about O. 26- inch diameter ,and cou'ld not be d~tected
6n th~ weld su~face with the aid of a magnifying glass even under
favo'r.able' c:Lrcumstances and, under s,u$t'ainedload.ing.
A c~ack whic~ has nearly penetrated the extreme fibre
of the, ,tension flange is shown in Fig ~ 6., Again, no significant
disturbance of the circular shape is apparent at e~ther side of
the web or at the front approaching, the surface, of the flange,
Th,is crack, alt,hough quite size~ble, is not easily detected on
a structural element under ap~lied loading. Theliriear dimension
of the crack v'isible on the surface of, the flange-to-web junction
is'somewhat less than an inch.
'rhis phenom-enon of a circular crack..,.,shape, se~mingly
not influenced'by the free surfaces, is believed to be a conse-
quence 'of the compatibility condition of the basically elastic
'orqss section~ Based on this 'photographic evidence, a circular
disc-like crack was assumed to model the actual crack during
gro.wth;i.ll$id'e the flange-web connection as' was illustrated in
Fig ~ '3.'
EVALUATION OF FATIGUE BEHAVIOR USING
FRACTURE MECHANICS ,CONCEPTS
·The fatigue test d&ta and fractographic observations
of small fatigue cracks suggested that fracture mechanics of
stable crack-Tgrowth might be useful in, evaluati'ng the observed
8.
behavior of the t,est, ,beams" The ""stress int,ensity fac,to,~ K ,intro-
duce~ by' Irwi,n. {,Il) describes ,in convenient form the, influence of
~the $tresses~ applied sufficiently away from·the crack ~~p, and
the crack size a. The relative size is usually expressed in terms
of a co~rection function, tea), where the linear dimensions of the
plate, or the distance to a free edge o~ surface, are introduced.
K CJ /n'a f('a) :'(ksi /In.) ( 2)
Paris (15) has suggested the 'following' relationship
, ~ I ,
between the rate of crack propagation and the change in the stress-
intensity factor:
= • • (3)
~.l . I •
"da,~his model expresses crack growth per cycle'dN' in terms of the
. '
. .. ,'\
variation of the stress intensity factor, 6K, and two material
oonstants, C and n.
'For the case of.a crack with, constant. correc~ion ~actor,
f(a), and subjected to constant amplitude stress, integration of
Eq. 3 yields
N.•1J
= 1
C 1 (a . -a. _ a. -a.) • • . . (4)f n (") n/2 "n ~ Ja. a TT 6cr
where a, n~ 2" - 1. For specimens with equal initial crack-size
al..' final crack-size a., and· identical boundary condit'ions," a
, J
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theoretical value for the prediction of the life~interval N..
1J
can be expressed in terms of a new constant C' times the applied
-n
'..,.... C' Acr.•••••••••••••••• (5)
C' 1= C' '. (6)
The log-log transformation of Eq, 6 yields a st~aight
line of the form
L',og N..
l.J ::: ,.Log C' ~ n Log (lJ"a) • • • • • (7)
A'PPLICATIONTO THE PLAIN-WELDED ',BEAM
In order to apply th~ outlined concepts of fracture
mechanics a reasonable characterization of the tlaws was needed.
'1\ large, number of cracks that originated from porosity in the
fillet weld were examined closely to establish the initial flaw
condition. The flaws were photog~aphed and enlarged at least
three times as was illustrated in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the
,defects were measured under lO-power magnification.
Cracks were ex~m~ned in beams fabricated ,from ,three
. 'differ~nt gr'ades of steel. "The est,imated K-values corresponding
to the measured flaw dimensions are summarized in Fig. 7 in a
10.
log-log p~esentati0!1 of AK/~(J ver,sus thecon_t,r~lling, crac~:-size a.
The estimat~ fop t~e defeqt. that OOI're~ponds tc) the largE?s~ ob-
',j,
served crack from each beam is indicated by a ~olid ,symbol~ The
estimated K-values were obtained using a circumsc~ibed ellipse
for flaws similar to the shapes illustrated in Fig. ·l(a) and
Fig. 6. For flaws comparable to those shown in Fig. l(b) and
Fig. 5, the K-estimate at the narrow transition from the circular
void to the 'elongated pore was generally used.
It was previously poncluded from fractog~aphic inspection
of very small fatigue cracks (Figs. 4 and 5) that ,a. penny-~haped
crack-model describ~d the shape of these cracks during crack
g~owth. However, the estimated K-values for .the -initial flaws
shown in Fig. 7 represent a collection of elliptical shapes with
r' various a/b~~atios.. 'Hence~ each individual defect was transformed
I
into a penny-shaped crack with an "equivalent crack-radius a TT
e
corresponding to the estimated 6K/Licr-value. The sample of the
~esulting equivalent crack-radii is indicated at the bottom of
Fig. 7. An average equivalent crack-radius a ~ O.04-inch was
" ,_8.,.
J 4. ~
selected to represent the sample of measured pores. The initial
crack~radius a i was assumed equal to this average value.
1 "
Derivation of Crack-Growth Constants.- The coefficients
of cthe.c~ack~growth equation can now be established from the
'equivalence of the coefficie~ts in Eqs., 1 and 7.' Equ~t~on:7 is
the theoretical prediction of the fatig-ue life ,using--£rqcture
'I,
I
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mechanios, concepts, and Eq. 1 expresses the statistical mean line
of ,the relevant fatigue test data shown'by solid'dots in Fig. 2.
The following, assumptions were made to -assi-st, with the evaluation
of the crack-growth constants, C and n:
(1) The crack was assumed to be described by a disc~
like penny-shaped crack w,ith a constant correction
factor f(a) over the interval of integrat~on. The
c6rredtion factor f(a) for & p~nrty-sh~ped crack is
2/n.
,( 2), Th'e estimates of the' initial and final crack-radii
a. ,and a.were available from visual observations.
1 J '
The average initial crack-radius, a. was assumed to
, '"1..
equal the estimate of the equivalent crack-radius
a ~ O.04-inch from Fig. 7 representing the sample
e
of measured po~es.
The final crack-radius a. was assumed to be reached
J
when the crack had penetrated the· extreme fibre of
the flange. The life remaining' after this occurred
was at-most 10% of the total fatigue life of the
beam as was illustrated by.the measurements,given
in Fig. 3. ,The final crack-radius was assumed to
be equal to the, nominq.l flange thickness. Experi-
mental observations indicated this to be reasonable.
(3) It was assumed that all three grades of steel could
be represented by the same crack-growth equation.
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This :assumption was based on results o,f 'tests on
the.welded beams. It was shown :inRef. 4 that
g~ade ,of, steel did' not significantly inf.luenc'e the
fatigue, life of .the beams.
Equating the values of the coefficients for the mean
regression curve CEq. 1) to the coefficients nand C', CEq. 7) and
substituting the crack-radii a. and a., and the correction factor
1. J
f(a) into Eq. 6 yields growth constants n ~ 3 and C = 2.05 x 10-10 .
Substitution of these constants into Eq. 3 numerically describes
the crack-growth rate in terms of ~K:
. . . . . . . . . . . (8)*
COMPARISON OF DERIVED CRACK-GROWTH EQUATION
WITH MEASURED CRACK-GROWTH RATES
Equation 8 is plotted in Fig~ 8 and compared with the
,various stages;of crack growth in the test beam illustrated in
Fig. ',3.. The· straight line estimate for crack growth as a penny-
shaped crack from crack .initiation until p,enetration of the extreme
fibre is indicated. Also shown are the data points for the ob-
served -crack-growth rates -.on the inside and" outside surfaces of
* The dimensions used for crack-growth rates, ~~' were inch/cycle,
and the ~tress-intensity'factor range, ~K, was ksi /Tn.
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the flange for growth 'as' a' three- ended crack.,
It is apparent from Fig. 8 and the schematic shown in
Fig. 3 that most of the life is spent growing the crack from its
initial equivalent flaw radius, a ; O.04-inch, to its penetration
e
of the extreme fibre of the flange, af = 0.375-inch. The corre-
sponding range of 6K for the test beam was between 8 ksi /In. and
25 ksi /In. under a constant amplitude str~s$ range of 36 ksi while
435,000 cycles elapsed. The transition from a penny-shaped crack
to a three- ended crack only requi1;ed about 16, 000' cycles. An
additional 19,000 cycles were required to grow the crack large
enough to cause net~$ection yielding. Final failure terminated
testing at 467,000 cy,?ies.
It is also apparent from Fig. 8 that most of the life
was spent while growth occurred in 'a region of small 6K. This
is' particularly true for lower applied stress ranges 'as illustrated
in :E='ig.. 9. The AK-regions applicable to growth-as a penny-'shaped
crack are indicated for the test beams subj ected to the 'stress
ranges used in this s'tudy. Crack initiation took place at' 6K-
values below 10 ksi JIn. in all test beams. Most of the life was
spent at growth rates smaller than 10-6 inch/cycles.
The derived crack-growth relationship given by Eq. 8 is
also ~ompared w{thdat~ from ~rack-growth specimens in Fig. 9. It
was necessary to extrapolate the curve into the higher growth rate
region since very little data was available 'at the lower 'growth
14.
rate l.evels. The extrapolated curve' .fallswithin the scat't,erband
reported by Crooker and Lange (3). This scatterband contains data
f~om tests on carbon and low-alloy steels with yield strengths
between 34 ksi and 127 ksi. This is comparable to the yield
strengths of the steel beams. A conservative upper bound for
growth rates on ferrite-pearlite steels was proposed by Barson (1)
as
da
dN = . . . . . . . . . • .'. • .' (9)
This relationship is parallel.to Eq. 8.
, ,. ,
Since much of the growth in the plain~welded be'arris' took
place in' the weld metal and heat affected zone, a comparison of
the theoretical curve with MaddoxTs data (13) is relevant. An
approximate envelop~ for Maddox's data on fou~ different weld
met9-1$ is shown. Three had about equal yield strengt;h (6.7 ksi),
the fourth had 'a, higher yield point equal to 90 ksi. Also included
in the scatterband a,re test data for a simulated heat af.f,ected zone
in mild steel material with the same yield s,trength. Th~ correla-
tion with ,these crack-growth data is good.
It 'is apparent from Fig. 9 that the Crooker-Lange scatter-
band does not cover the critical region of interest for plain-
welded beams. Most studies of crack-growth rates have been
limited to larger 6K-values and higher crack-growth rates because
of the difficulties encountered in the slow grqwth regio~.
15.
,However, ·the theoretidal curve (Eq. 8) extrapolated into the
higher AK-regions shows, the same' general t'rend' reported by others
on basic crack~growth specimens (Fig. 9). The theoretical curve
is just above the crack-growth data and underestimates their
growth rate. This is surprising since the penny-shaped crack
assumes the best condition for the, crack in the welded beams and
'neglects the influence of,. free surfaces. This underestimate in
. growth rate ,may be due"to crack initiation or an overestimate of
the stress inten's i ty •
!he exponent, n, of the predicted crack-growth equation
was about equal to 3.00 CEq. 8). It represents the slope of the
fatigue test data on plain-welded beams fabricated from three
grades of steel. Crooker and Lange (3) observed from a review of
the literature' that the value of the slope n fell between 2 and 4
for a large range of steels. Gurney (6) reported the slope of the
curve to be a linear function of yield stress of the material.
A general trend observed in crack-growth studies is for the value
of the ,exponent, n, to decrease' with increasing yield strength of
the material. This trend was not as pronounced in the welded-beam
study. The exponent n did not appear to vary greatly from 3.
Careful evaluation of the coefficients nand C is
needed for a wider range of rates of growth. Most of the data
generally used to fit the straight line approximation only extend
over a small range of ~K. In other cases, data points at the
16.
extremes cause rotation of the line. Substantial Qver- oI'.under-
,estimates of the fatigue l~fe of a structural component'might
result if, these relationships are used to extrapolate beyond the
range of the test data.
Very Slow Growth.- Johnson and Paris (12) have suggested
that a threshold exists for crack growth. A recent investigation
by Paris (16) on ASTM 9310 steel' has provided more information on
this ,phenomenon of very slow growth. The, test specimens were pre-
cracked and growth data for small liK-values obtained.. The value
of ~K was then reduced stepwise and observations made on the rela-
tive crack-growth rate~ until a "threshold value" was reached.
When AK was increased: in steps, the rate of growth was comparable
to the rates obtained by previous overloading. An approximate
,mean line fit to Paris' data is compared in Fig. 10 with Eq. 8.
A drastically reduced growth rate for AK ~ 5.2 ksi /in. is ob-
served. Similar deviations from the straight line approximation
are found for large 6K-values indicating an increased growth-rate.
~hese observations will not be discussed in this paper as they
apply mainly to low cycle fatigue problems.
Harrison (7) has reviewed the literature for run-out
data on a variety of specimens. He concluded that "for all mate-
rials with the exception of pure aluminum, cracks will not propagate
. ~K -4 -if E < 1 x 10 fin. TT He also found for a number of materials
17.
that the limit for non- pro'pagating cracks fell between'
6K -4 ~ -4 -~ =1.5 x 10 /~n. and 1.8 x 10 /in. Harrison's levels for
four types, of steel are also shown in Fi~. 10, and are ~etween
'3.,3 'ksi;rn. for mild steel and 5.3 ksi/Tii. for austenitic ,steel.
Influence of Defect-Size on Fatigue 1ife.- . The life
interval between two crack~sizesa.' and a. can be determined from
, , 2 J
Bq', 4.' FoX' a' given' final crack-size, the computed number' of"
, cycles qan be express'ed as a function of the ,init,ial !'crack-size
for a given stress range, as shown by the curved lines in' Fig. 11.
Th~ final crack-radius for the penny-shaped crack-model was
aS8u'med equal to the flange ....thic~ess of:, the,welde'd test beams.
This becomes less impo~tant for larger differences between initial
cX'ack;;"radius a'; and final radius a ~.
~. J
Alternately, the observed fatigue life of a tested beam
can be used with the appropriate stress-range line to estimate
the equivalent initial pore-r~dius that caused failure. The
fatig~e d~ta of beams failing from porosity were shown in Fig. 2
and are replotted ,in this "manner in Fig. 11. 'The t'esulting
scatter of the equivalent pore-radii derived 'from th~ fatigue test
data is shown on the right ordinate,
The equivalent pore-radii determined independently from
measured' flaws are shown on the left ordinate of Fig. 11. The
scatter of the porosity as d~~ived from the fatigue test data
(right ordinate) is seen to be similar to the scatter from the
18.
measured equiva,le,nt pore-size~ (left ordinate).
Henoe, if no variation is assumed in the craqk-growth
characteristios, this comparison suggests that the scatter in the
fatigue test data is caused by the variation in the initial crack-
si~e. This is essentially the same conclusion reaGhed by Harrison
(8) for the analysis of ,test results from butt welds with lack of
'penetration defects. He concluded that the width of the scatterband
probably resulted from variations in initial, radii at the 4efect-
tips.
Pr~dictions of Fatigue Life using Different Crack-Models.-
Additional crack-mod~ls were used to aSsess thei~ influence on the
prediction of the 'fat,igue life. P'igure '12 "surrunariz;es th~" results
,for the various models used. Six A441 steel beams were selected
for the comparison. The actually observed fatigue lives of these
six beams are shown by solid dots together with the mean and the
,95% confidence interval for all test beams failing from porosity .
. The defects that caused crack growth and ,failur~ 0,£ the
six l:>~ams, were ex'amined •. They VJere assumed to be c,haracterized by
a circumscribed ellipse with half-axes a and b. The,'following
models were used to estimate the fatigue life of each individual
beQm using the known dimensions of the ci~cumscribed ellipse, and
employing crack-growth Eq. 8.
19.
Model' ( a) Th~ open circ'les in Fig, 12 corres pond to
the l:Lfe estim9tes for the penny-shaped crack with equivalent
crack-radius. The equivalent crack7radius was computed from the
equivalence of the K-valUe with the circumscribed elliptical
crack.
'Model (b) Pen~y-shapeq. craQks ~eI'e assumed to inscribe
and circumscribe the ellipse. The shortest, life estimates re-
.sulted from the, circumscribed c:('ack and the longest from the in-
·scr.ibed crack. These two. eS,.timates constit~te Ttupper and lower
bounds Tt ,and are indicated by the horizontal T-symbol's in Fig, 12.
Model (c) Additional life' estimates were made based on
the elliptical crack-~model'. "Growth was assumed in the' direction
, 'of the minor axiS 2a with coristant major axis 2b until the size
of the ciTcumscribed ,crack was reached.' The.computation of the
'incr~ment of lif~ from an elliptical to a circular crack was done
using an avai'lable camp'uter program (5). Numerical integration
W~s e~pl~yedbecause of the variable cor~ection factor fea).
, ,
. This increment of life w'as added to th~ estimate for the circum-
$cribed penny-shap~d crack~ The total life ,estimate is indicated
by triangles in Fig. 12~
,The comparison between ,the estimates for eaGh individual
beam provided by the. different models, and the observed fatigue
life permitted the following-observations to be made:
(1) The ~ife estimates employing the equivalent penny-
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,shaped crack~:radius [model (a)] l'e~ulted in
slightly $horter lives than the' e~timates~~~t
assume4 the ~lliptical 'crack first t~ grow to a
ci,!:,cular shape [model (c)J.
(2) Both of these estimates were bounded by the esti-
mates provided by the inscribed and circumscribed
initial 'cracks 'Cmodel (b)J.
(3) -The obser'ved' fatigue data were also contained
within the b6~nds'fro~·the esti~ates of'the cir-
cumscribed 'and' i'ns'cri'bed circles in'-all" but one
case.
(4) Long. flaws with small a/b-ra,tios.,[as illustrated
in Fig. l(b)] provided the greatast deviation 'be-
tween t;he computed tt lower and, uPP,~~ bounds _, fT
(5) All three defec~s of the type shown in Fig. lCa)
h'ad the~r life. underestimated when the ,equivalent
initial crack-radius was used ['model (a)]. The
esti~ate i~prov~d for ,the elliptical ,model (c).
(6) Mo,st of tl1e e$tima~es from mod~ls (a) and, (c) fell
within the two limits of ~ispersion rep~e$enting
the 95% confidence interval of all the beam test
data. The selection of a penny-shaped crack model
did not introduce more:' scatter than was experi-
mentally observed from fatigue test data'~'
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Prediction of'Fatigue Life using Measured Crack-growth
i
Rates.- Maddox'(.14) and Ha:vr~son(8) have demonstrated' that good
p~edictions ,of the fatigue' life can be obtained from crack-growth
data. Barsaro's (1) conservative estimate of crack~growthrate,
Eq. 9, for ferrite-pearlite steels was used to predict the fatigue
li-fe ,of the beams failing from porosity. The result is shown in
Fig. 13 together with the applicable welded beam test data and the
respective mean lin~ and the 95% confidenQe interval,
Also shown 'in ·Fig. 13 is the 'pred~ction based on Paris T
dat,cr (l6)" ,in;d'icating a threshold 'level fo!' run-out at, :about 23 ksi
st~ess ~an~e. This prediction was obtained using the 'straight line
"segments shown 'inF"ig. 10 which approximate the 'data from the
.. study on very slow growth_ The threshold values by Harrison (7)
I.,
~, shown ,in Fig_ 10 0ere also used to estimate run-out. Run-out
, , t'e'sts are pred:i;.cted to occur a,t level,s a:s high' as 20 ksi stress
!:'ange for low-'alloy steel, as shown by the hor,izonta,l lines in
pig. ,13.
, The predictions based on t'he crack"""'growth data underes-
'timate the meanfati~ue life of the, test beams at the higher stress
'-range lev~ls. -'This was expected from the comparison of the crack-
growth data. "Since any asswnption, other tnan,'a permy-shaped
crack-model for th~ welded beams would further reduce the life
p~ediqtion based on crack-growth data, a crack-initiation period
may be vespons~ble for the slight underestimate. Other factors
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·that. ,could be res ponsible "for "the underestimate in life are an
overestimate of .,the', initial craek-si,ze, an· 'overestimate ~~f, the
streq.s. intens'ity, or a 'slower growth' ra·te under, plane~s,train
'aondition$ (7)·_'
The scatter in the test data shown in Fig, 13 was pre-
viously related to the variation in shqp~, size and severity of
,the porosity. Other factors contribute to the va~iation in test
,data·., BSQ'ms .~ith seemingly equal defects still e«pe7-"'ience scatter
'in' ,tfi€ fatig':le ptrength:, because of, vaTi'ation in: ·th~ crack tip
I'adilJ.,s, ",crac.k-growth r<:ites, and ,other ,unoontro'l,l:ed ~a'riaples It
suMMARY AND CO,NCLUSIONS
" .".
The main findings of this study are summari~ed hereafter .
.They are based on a detailed examination of the test data, frac-
ture 6l).;r'faces, in'itial flaw' conditions provided by the experimental
WO~kl and ,on the' theoretical studies of st~ble crack g~owth.
(1), The characterization of the 'initiijl flaw condition
revealed porosity to be the 'most commoJ:l. defect in
plain-welded beams. The distribution of th-e 'size
'.' and location' of the pores in ,the lo'ngitudinal, fillet
weld was r,andom •. The welded. beam fi?tigue'data fell
within: a narrow scatterband when plotted as··the
logarithm~c transformation of stress :range and
cycles to,fail~re.
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(2) Fracture"', mechanics concepts provided a rational
way to analyze and 'characterize the behavior of
welded and rolled beams. These concepts were
applied to describe numerically the initial flaw
conditions in welded 'beams, and to derive a crack-
growth rate vs. range of stress-intensity relation-
ship from welded-beam fatigue data.
(3) A penny-shaped crack was found to model crack
growth from' porosity in'welded beams. An equiva-
lent crack with a O.'04-inch 'radius described the
average 'pores observed in ,the welded beams.
(4) The derived crack-growth equation exhibited the
same'trend as measured data from crack-growth
specimens. It provided a lower estimate of the
growth rate. Among other factors, this difference
was attrlbuted.to crack initiation, a possible
overestimate of the stress in~ensity, and slower
growth in the plan~-strain condition fO~,the welded
beams.
(5) Available crack-growth data were shown to only
cover a small region of growth rat~s. _ Extrapola-
tio~ into regions outside the data co~ld be mis-
leading, particularly when used for fatigu~ life
estimates.
(6) Very little information is available for growth
rates below 10-6 inch/cycles. This was found to
24.
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APPENDIX II.-NOTATION
c
K
N
a material related constant in crack-grdwth~equation
,elastic stress-intensity factor fora crack; (ksi (in.)
number of applied stress cycles
Ni -',' J
s
'sl'
a
a
',·e
: q,.
, 1
a'.'
". 'J,
,'t>
£'('9 )
, ,'n
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,number of cycles required for a crack to grow from
size a. to size a.
3. J
nominal applied stress in the extreme fibre of the
tension flange
stress range
crack size;,
crack-radius for penny-shaped crack, half crack-width
for tunnel crack or through-the-thickness crack, crack-
depth for surface crack, crack-radius for corner crack,
minor half-axis for elliptical crack
equivalent radius of a penny-shaped crack that provides
the same K-factor estimated for the arbitrarily shaped
crack
final crack-size
initial crack-size (for integration interval)
final crack~size (for integration interval)
major half-axis for an elliptical crack
nondimensional geometry correction factor for stress-
intensity factor K
exponent of crack-growth equation; slope of equation .
in log-log transformation
n
(t 2 - 1
AX .stress-intensity-factor range
-A,a' ' stress range relevant for the determination of the
stress-intensity-factor range
~ stress applied sufficiently away from the crack-tip

,fig. 1
(a) Typical gas pore (x4)
(b) Pore elongated and perpendicular to the
weld surface (x4)
Examples of porosity from the root of the longitudinal
fillet-weld
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Photograph
Fatigue Cracks
Fig. '4 Two small fatigue cracks that initiated from pores in
the longitudinal fillet-weld and grew perpendicular to
the axis of the weld (~x8.5)
" Fig, 6
Small crack with penetration to the fillet-weld
surface (l'Jxll)
Crack in flange-to-web junction approaching the
extreme fibre of the tension flange (x3.6)
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